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Collaborations falter as
US, China compete for AI
dominance
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The news: The US and China have been the world’s biggest collaborators on AI research to

date, but there’s a rift underway that could deepen a global tech war with heavy implications.

In 2021, about 9,660 papers on AI were co-authored by researchers from US and Chinese

institutions, down from over 10,000 the year before, according to a Stanford University

report.

https://hai.stanford.edu/news/ai-report-competition-grows-between-china-and-us
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Why it’s worth watching: Despite the US’s early dominance and continued academic research

lead in AI, China’s ultra-competitive tech industry and greater access to big data to train AI
systems is positioning it as a global leader for AI implementation.

The opportunity: China is still the US’s primary AI research partner, something both nations

stand to gain from. Yet current geopolitical tensions could diminish future cooperation—an

outcome that a deleted report from Peking University indicated would cause more significant

losses for China.

The decrease is attributed to rising geopolitical tensions and accusations of intellectual

property theft leveled at US-based Chinese researchers, per the South China Morning Post.

In October, Pentagon Chief Software O�cer Nicolas Chaillan quit abruptly, saying that the

US has no �ghting chance against China’s cyberwarfare and AI dominance in 15 to 20 years.

Chaillan reportedly cited the lack of collaboration between US Big Tech companies and the

US military as the cause, per Vox.

AI is a pivotal technology across industries, including defense, prompting Russian President

Vladimir Putin to say in 2017 that AI is “the future, not only for Russia, but for all humankind.
… Whoever becomes the leader in this sphere will become the ruler of the world.”

Russia previously received AI tech support from China for robotic weapons development,

but war sanctions are dealing a blow to Russia’s AI aspirations. China is similarly working on

AI-fueled autonomous weapons, possibly surpassing US progress in that arena.

The divisions also apply to regulations, as Beijing’s tightening of Big Tech’s AI usage
contrasts with its own use of AI as a mass surveillance tool. Meanwhile, the US lags behind

the EU in enacting privacy and civil-rights controls around the technology.

Instead of any one nation striving for AI supremacy, advancing the technology for goals like

curing disease and solving climate change will signal greater global leadership than building

autonomous weapons.

Frayed ties between the US and China leaves the door open for other research alliances, such

as with the UK, India, or Israel.

The US has signaled that it may follow the EU’s tech regulatory lead, and being on the same

page about fostering AI innovation while protecting public welfare would be a competitive

advantage.

https://www.politico.eu/article/china-wants-to-dominate-ai-the-us-and-europe-need-each-other-to-tame-it/
https://content-na2.emarketer.com/china-fairer-ai-marketers
https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3165846/us-china-tech-war-top-chinese-university-pulls-report-concluded-china?module=inline&pgtype=article
https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3171172/us-china-collaboration-ai-papers-drops-amid-ongoing-tech-war-stanford
https://www.vox.com/recode/22725044/china-ai-race-pentagon-wechat
https://fortune.com/2022/03/25/russia-ai-sanctions-ukraine-china/
https://www.newsweek.com/russia-building-army-robot-weapons-chinas-ai-tech-helping-1594362
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/03/11/autonomous-weapons-geneva-un/
https://content-na2.emarketer.com/china-clamping-down-on-ai-algorithms-that-run-its-apps-internet-services
https://venturebeat.com/2022/03/21/why-2022-is-only-the-beginning-for-ai-regulation/
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/eu-grabs-big-tech-regulation-reins-foreshadowing-us-crackdown
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